SERVICE BULLETIN no. 11/11/2013
Renewal the diving performance

1. SUBJECT MATTER: Parachute sets configured in the composition below:
   - parachute container OP-087
   - parachute container OP-093 and OP-093/01
   - parachute container OP-095 T
   - parachute container OP-103

The issue of this Service Bulletin terminates the Service Bulletin no. 09/10/2013 Interruption of diving performance for the above specified parachute sets.

2. REASON: In relation to the information received from the investigation Exceptional event, the analysis was performed focusing on possible causes of the pyro-cutter non-standard function in the safety device MPAAD. Upon the analysis the manufacturer accepted preventative measures. After the completion of the preventative measures specified by the manufacturer, it is permitted to use the above specified parachute sets.

3. MEASURES:

   User:
   - it will submit the MPAAD safety device of the specified manufacturing years, including the Technical Certificate to the manufacturer or authorized dealer for performing the servicing tasks.

   The manufacturer:
   - will perform the below preventative tasks on the MPAAD device – servicing inspection, disassembly of the original pyro-cutter, the assembly of new pyro-cutter, the outlet inspection,
   - it will indicate the MPAAD device and the new pyro-cutter with a sign indicating the performance of preventative servicing tasks.

4. VALIDITY: From date of bulleting issue:

5. DATE OF ISSUE: In Jevíčko on 27.11.2013
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